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PERCEPTUAL SPACES AND THE IDENTIFICATION OF NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC SENTENCES
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Is synthetic speech just degraded speech

or is it processed as a specific percep—
tual space? The identification responses
to 8 phonetically balanced lists of ten
sentences each, using several syntactic
structures, were studied for four sets of
stimuli (natural speech, lPC speech, syn—

thesis by diphones using two text-to-
speech systems). All the stimuli were
intensity equalized, then degraded by a
masking pink noise. Phonetic and prosodic
cues effects were strong, while the effect
of syntax was weak. The choice of senten-
ce identification strategy depends on the
natural vs synthetic nature of the speech
used and on SNR: a step-by—step decoding

for impoverished synthetic speech and a
SNR below 8 dB, backward lexical inter—
pretation for natural speech or a low
noise.ACOUStic cues redundancy and mas-
king noise level impose the choice of
specific cognitive processing modalities.

In the case of spoken language, sentence
perception and comprehension imply the in-
teraction of both acoustic and linguistic
sources of knowledge to identify word bounda-
ries, select word candidates and construct a
meaningful sequence. According to identifica-
tion tasks using a gating paradigm in which
Signal duration is varied /3. 4, 9/, data
support the assumption of a parallel and
interactive processing of acoustic—phonetic
information and of syntactic-semantic infor—
mation provided by the sentence context.It
is the redundancy of lower-order and higher-
order sources of information which can ex-
Plain the listener's ability to understand
Speech even under degraded conditions. But
the redundancy of acoustic-phonetic cues by
themselves is also of importance. It is pos~
51ble to evaluate its weight by comparing
sentence recognition performance for natural
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speech and synthetic speech of different

qualities.

Previous research has demonstrated that syn-

thetic speech is more difficult to recognize

than natural speech /8/.This is perhaps due

to what Nusbaum and Pisoni /7/ call the "noi-

sy speech" hypothesis‘i.e. the fact that

acoustic structure of synthetic speech is
somehow degraded, as is the case of natural
speech in noise. But according to the "impo—

verished speech" hypothesis, the rather bad

performance for synthetic speech corresponds

to a specific cognitive processing. Listeners

must adapt their perceptual and identifica-
tion strategies to a signal which is in its

nature different from natural speech: they

have to build a new perceptual space.

The present experiment aims at studying how

naive listeners, without a previous knowledge

of synthetic speech, can manage to understand

sentences with different degrees of syntactic

complexity, either natural or digitized, or

generated by good vs. low—cost text-to—speech

systems. Moreover stimuli were degraded by

adding varying amounts of pink noise. The

main hypothesis is that the level of perfor-

mance and kind of errors will be linked to

the quality of the sets of stimuli i.e. to
the characteristics of the potential percep-

tual space. In any cases they will be signi—

ficantly different for natural and synthetic

speech. Another assumption bears on the ef-

fect of syntactic and semantic complexity. As

speech becomes less intelligible, according

either to its quality or to speech-to—noise

ratio (SNR), listeners will rely more heavily

on linguistic structure, so that easy-to-

parse sentences would be better understood
than less predictable ones, specifically as

the quality-of synthetic speech becomes worse
/7/. Finally, following the researches on
synthetic speech training /2/, it can be
hypothesized that the results will improve

from the first to the second session.

Speech materials and systems
Eight phonetically balanced lists of ten
sentences each, covering a range of syntactic
structures and semantic degrees of plausibi-

lity /l/, were read by a trained female spea-
ker, with a neutral intonation and a 4.27
syllables/second speech rate. The first set
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of stimuli, A1, consisted of these naturally

spoken sentences. Audio tapes of the original

sentences were then sampled at 16 kHz (16

coefficients), digitized by a linear predic-
tion coder, and stored on disk by a PDP-ll/34
computer. This second set of materials will
be referred to as A . The two other sets were

generated using syn hesis by diphones accor-

ding to two text—to—speech systems. The high-

(quality one, A3, was processed With all

frames set to 13 ms using a PDP-ll/34 compu-

ter, and generated from a diphone dictionary

recorded by a male speaker at a 3.42

syl./sec. speech rate. Prosody was a gopd

approximation of natural speech. The last set

of stimuli, A4, was processed by a low—cost
system using a diphone dictionary recorded by

a female speaker at a 3.18 syl./sec. speech
rate. This dictionary was implemented on a
micro-processor (26 ms period). Some rough
prosodic markers were added.

Procedure and subjects j
Mean intensity of all the stimuli was equa-
lized at 71/72 63 lin. The stimuli were mas-
ked by pink noise the intensity of which

decreased from trial to trial. In the first
trial, SNR were of - 2 dB for natural speech,
+ 4 dB for LPC speech and high-quality sys-
tem, + 8 dB for low—cost system. These values

were chosen so that no correct response could
be given at the first presentation. At each
of the 6 successive presentations, the level
of noise was diminished by 2 dB steps for
natural speech, 2 dB then 3 dB steps for
synthetic speech. Four groups of 5 subjects
each participated in the experiment during 2
sessions, at an interval of 5 days. All

groups were given the same recognition task.

Subjects had to say what they had understood
after each presentation of each sentence.
Order of presentation was counterbalanced,

and the systems were crossed with the lists
according to a latin square design. For each
group the factorial design was as follows:

SS * L8. (A4 * D2) * 5610

(S: subjects, L: lists, A: systems, D: test
session, Se: sentencesL
Speech-to-noise ratio at the identification
threshold for all the responses, correct
response percentages for each list, sentence
or system, perceptual confusions and SNR at
the identification threshold (IT) for correct
responses were analysed.

Results and discussion
An ANOVA was performed on the SNR at the IT,
after the IT reached by a subject in erro-
neous responses in the last trial was in-
creased by 4 dB. Overall analysis showed that
all the factors had a significant effect,
especially the factor Systems (F(3, 48) =
682, p<.0001). Interactions were also signi-
ficant. Three major findings were obtained
for post hoc comparisons. First, the main
discrepancy is between natural speech and
low—cost text-to—speech system, as was expec-
ted, while the weakest is between LPC and

. . _ 16)
h h ualit text-to speech systems (P(l,

=1%9.%8, p<y.01). This last result confirms

the good quality of this syntheSis, as well

as the basic difference between natural and

coded or synthetic speech (Table I).

Mean SNR 5d
syiiems 2.59 .805

A2 10.45 1.269
A3 12.01 1.801

A 15.80 2.735

Table I4— Mean SNR at the identification

threshold (dB) as a function of the systems.

A : natural speech; A : LPC speech; A3: high-

quality text—to-speec system; A4: low-cost

text-to—speech system.

Second, the effect of syntactic-semantic

differences between sentences is significant

(F(9, 144) = 9.59, p<.001), but it is higher
for natural speech than for synthetic speech,

and is not related to the intrinsic quality

of synthetic speech. For synthetic speech

systems, the presence of easy-to-parse sen-

tences does not facilitate identification,
compared with less expected structures.
Third, differences between sessions are sig-
nificant (F(1, 16) = 13.41, p<.01), but this
effect is only due to the contrast between
the reality of a kind of training for the
“poor" system A4 and the lack of learning in

all the other conditions (Table II).

Sessions
Systems 1 2 Change

Al 2.48 2.70 + 0.22
A2 10.72. 10.18 - 0.54
A3 12.22 11.80 — 0.42
A4 16.99 14.62 - 2.37

Table II — Mean SNR at the identification
threshold (dB) as a function of systems and
sessions.

A complementary study of only the correct
responses confirmed these findings. Mean SNR
for A and A3 are nearly the same (Table
III). gut it would be misleading to conclude
that these two systems present the same de-
gree of intelligibility, for the distribution
of erroneous responses indicates that text-
to—speech systems are less intelligible than
coded speech (Table IV).

Systems Mean SNR sd
A1 2.24 .894
A2 9.04 2.446
A3 9.00 2.960
A4 12.72 2.837

Table III - Mean SNR at the IT (dB) as a
function of systems, for correct responses.

One can also see that a training effect aP‘
pears only for the "bad” synthetic speech-
Moreover, the extent of the improvement from
the first to the second session varies depen-
ding on the sentence. But it is worth noting
that some easy-to—parse sentences are less
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well understood than more difficult ones.These two results suggest that acoustic-
phonetic cues play a role as well as syntac—tic or semantic information.

Sessions
Systems 1 2 Change

A1 3 4 —'1
A2 14 9.5 + 4.5'
A3 26 23 + 3 .
A4 28 . 18.5 + 9.5

Table IV‘- Percent erroneous responses, foreach system and each session.

Analysis of perceptual confusions revealedsystematic errors only for the text—to—speechsystems. For example, initial /m/ and thenasal oppos1tion, initial /v/ and the opposi-tion /v-f/ led to numerous identificationerrors. On the contrary, no systematic errorappeared for LPC and natural speech. From amorpho-syntactic and syntactic point of view,monosyllabic pronouns and prepositions werewell identified, whereas mono or polysyllabicnouns in a subject noun phrase brought abouterrors. For all the positions, adverbs andadjectives were often omitted or modified.Generally speaking, errors located at thebeginning of a sentence were usually notcorrected, irrespective of syntactic struc-ture. The only syntactic structure that wasmisunderstood was of the injonctive type (3sentences). 0n the other hand, semantic plau-Sibility played a role only when it was verylow, irrespective of speech quality.
Though the verb is generally considered as
the main component of a sentence /6/, thelarge number of misleading identifications ofthe first lexical items suggests that liste—ners processed information from left toright, according to a step-by—step decodingstrategy. Sequential processing did not pre—vent backward error rectifying in some cases(4/.HoweVer backward corrections occurredJust when first responses had exhibited agood degree of approximation to the signal.Fruitful corrections were always supported bya correct identification of sentence "scaf-folding" provided by pronouns and preposi-tions. These results correspond to what canbe called a comprehension strategy: locatingsyntactic marks allows the listener torestore missing phonemic or syllabic in-formation. But a striking result of erroranalys1s is that this kind of restorationappears only either for natural speech andcoded speech or during the last trials forthe other systems i.e. when the noise wasvery weak. The choice of a comprehensionstrategy is constrained by listening condi-tions as well as by the quality of signal.SNR analysis agrees with this assumption.Intelligibility per se of the signal wasevaluated for correct responses as a functionof SNR at the identification threshold. Inspite of some restrictions related to therange of syntactic structures /5/, cumulativefrequenCies for each SNR are a reliable indi-

cator of intelligibility /10/. Identificationdata for each system are shown in Figure l as
percentages of correct responses according toSNR carried out in each condition.
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Figure 1 - Percent correct responses as a
function of SNR, for each system. A1:+; A2:A
A3rk; A4ze.

e Intelligibility gain (IG) for natural
speech reaches about 13% for a SNR of -2dB to
+2dB, improves by 9%/dB between SNR of +2dB
and +4dB, then stabilizes around 3%-4%/dB.
- As for coded speech, IG is 8%/dB between
SNR of +4dB and +6dB, to 13%/dB between SNR
of +6dB and +8dB, then decreases to 6%—8%/dB
for a +8dB to +12dB SNR range, and to 3.6%/dB
between SNR of +12dB-+14dB. A plateau is
reached around a SNR of +18dB.
— A3 high—quality text—to—speech system is
characterized by a less steep gradient. IG
varies from 8%/dB to 5%/dB between SNR of
+4dB to +12dB, then increases slowly by
2.5%/dB till the highest SNR tested.Plausi-
bly a plateau could appear around a SNR of
19dB or 20dB, and an intelligibility of 85%
could be reached.
- Evolution of 16 for the low-cost syntheticsystem A4 is quite similar to that of A . The
gain is rather strong at first (9%/ B to
7%/dB for a SNR range of +8dB to +14dB). It
then decreases to 4%-2%/dB for a +14dB to
+18dB SNR range. Around a SNR of +18dB, the
slope flattens out.
The more striking feature of Figure 1 lies in
the clear contrast between natural and syn-
thetic speech intelligibility. Comparisonbetween A1 and A shows clearly that intelli—
gibility of LP(.2 coded speech decreases as
neise gets louder. Discrepancy between the
two systems is maximum for a SNR of +4dB and
reaches a 75% loss of intelligibility. This
loss is then reduced to about 45%, but re-
mains high even for a rather weak noise.Thus, in the best listening condition, coded
speech intelligibility does not exceed 90%.This result agrees with the hypothesis bea-
ring on the specificity of synthetic speech,compared with natural speech.
Secondly, asymmetry of A2 and A3 intelligibi-lity curves gives some interesting informa-tion pertaining to listener's strategies. The
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resistance to noise of A is rather good for

a loud noise. Intelligibility loss is indeed
of 40% with regard to natural speech, but
only’of 10% compared with LPC speech.0n the
contrary, when SNR increases as noise becomes
weaker, the gap between the systems A and A3

widens out. Assumption will be ma e that
listeners adjust their identification strate-
gy not only to the system, but also to the
listening condition. When noise is very loud,
they rely mainly on acoustic information. So
very useful cues are given by the text-to-
speech system. As a matter of fact, A3 is
characterized by clear segmentation cues, as
for example prosodic cues i.e.F0 movements
and syllabic lengthening which are cues to
word boundaries in French. As listening con-
ditions get better, listeners can adopt an-
other strateQY, and give more attention to
the sentence as a whole. This global compre-
hension strategy greatly improves the respon-
ses for a rather redundant speech as A or
even A2, but it does not find a suffiCient
ground in impoverished synthetic speech to
really succeed in A4 and even A . That is
perhaps why guessing or backward restoration
very often fail when listeners are working
with the two text-to—speech systems.

CONCLUSIONS

Impoverishment of speech by a pink noise
varied mainly as a function of the system
from which signal was generated. Relative
weakness and lack of stability of sentence
effect suggest that perceptual processing, in
this experiment, has borne mainly on acous-
tic-phonetic cues, and secondly on prosodic
segmentation cues.Listeners relied more on
acoustic than on specifically linguistic
information. Higher-order information was
used, as demonstrated by the occurrence of
backward lexical identification mechanisms;
but its effect depends on the main effect of
the quality of the system. Our results agree
with the conclusion of Nusbaum and Pisoni
/7/: "the differences in perception of natu-
ral and synthetic speech are largely the
result of differences in the acoustic-phone-
tic structure of the signals" (p. 239). Howe-
ver, unlike them, we found that linguistic
context becomes more important as the quality
either of speech or of listening gets better,
as is the case when one examines error resto-
ration as well as identification thresholds.
Furthermore, acoustic information is all the
more processed as either speech qualitywor
SNR are worse. In such bad listening condi-
tions, subjects process the signal in a step-
by—step fashion; more clearly so for synthe-
tic speech than for natural speech.
Dissymmetry between responses is sufficient
to rule out the hypothesis that synthetic
speech is equivalent to natural speech de-
graded by noise. On the contrary, our results
agree with the definition of synthetic speech
as "impoverished speech" /7/, different in
its nature from natural speech. They support
the conclusion that the differences of intel-

ligibility between natural and synthetic

speech are related to the characteristics of

speech signal. Different generating systems

offer different patterns of cues to 1iste-

ners. So listeners must construct and process

several "perceptual spaces". The three syn-

thetic speech systems generally present the

same kind of confusion errors, more or less

frequent depending on the quality of the

system. Furthermore, two kinds of proceSSing
strategies can be hypotheSized: a step-by-

step decoding strategy and a global compre-
hension strategy. But further research is

needed to better understand how perceptual
spaces are built, what their consistency is,
and how their processing can be improved.
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